Posters will be on display throughout CL2015 in the George Fox Foyer and Lecture Theatre 5/6. The main poster session is Thursday, 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.

- The development of an Arabic corpus-informed list of formulaic sequences for language pedagogy – Ayman Alghamdi
- A Review of Semantic Search Methods To Retrieve Knowledge From The Quran Corpus – Mohammad Alqahtani; Eric Atwell
- A contrastive analysis of Spanish-Arabic hedges and boosters use in persuasive academic writing – Anastasiia Andrusenko
- Portuguese Multiword Expressions: data from a learner corpus – Sandra Antunes; Amália Mendes
- Multi-modal corpora and audio-visual news translation: a work in progress report – Gaia Aragrande
- Catachrestic and non-catachrestic English loanwords in the Japanese language – Keith Barrs
- Objective-driven development of the first general language corpus of Tamazight – Nadia Belkacem
- Prescriptive-descriptive disjuncture: Rhetorical organisation of research abstracts in information science – John Blake
- Building COHAT: Corpus of High-School Academic Texts – Róbert Bohát; Nina Horáková; Beata Rödlingová
- Crowdsourcing a multi-lingual speech corpus: recording, transcription and annotation of the CrowdIS corpora – Andrew Caines; Christian Bentz; Calbert Graham; Paula Buttery
- Fit for lexicography? Extracting Italian Word Combinations from traditional and web corpora – Sara Castagnoli; Francesca Masini; Malvina Nissim
- Aspects of code-switching in web-mediated contexts: the ELF webin Corpus – Laura Centonze
- Semantic relation annotation for biomedical text mining based on recursive directed graph – Bo Chen; Chen Lyu; Xiaohui Liang
- The Building of a Diachronic Corpus of Conceptual History of Korea – Ji-Myoung Choi; Beom-II Kang
- Top-down categorization of university websites: A case study – Erika Dalan
- Mind-modelling literary characters: annotating and exploring quotes and suspensions – Johan de Joode; Michaela Mahlberg; Peter Stockwell
- Comparing sentiment annotations in English, Italian and Russian – Marilena Di Bari
- Beauty and the Beast: The Terminology of Cosmetics in Romanian Dictionaries – Iulia Drăghici
- A territory-wide project to introduce data-driven learning for research writing purposes – John Flowerdew
- Have you developed your entrepreneurial skills? Looking back to the development of a skills-oriented Higher Education – Maria Fotiadou
- Promoting Proficiency in Abstract Writing: A Corpus-Driven Study in Health Sciences – Ana Luiza Freitas; Maria José Finatto
- The comparative study of the image of national minorities living in Central Europe – Milena Hebal-Jezierska
- Investigating discourse markers in spontaneous embodied interactions: Multi-modal corpus-based approach – Kazuki Hata
- A resource for the diachronic study of scientific English: Introducing the Royal Society Corpus – Ashraf Khamis; Stefania Degaetano-Ortlieb; Hannah Kermes; Jörg Knappen; Noam Ordan; Elke Teich
- SYN2015: a representative corpus of contemporary written Czech – Michal Křen
- Adversarial strategies in the 2012 US presidential election debates – Camille Laporte
Structuring a CMC corpus of political tweets in TEI: corpus features, ethics and workflow – Julien Longhi; Ciara R. Wigham

Patterns of parliamentary discourse during critical events: the example of anti-terrorist legislation – Rebecca Mckee

A Linguistic Analysis of NEST and NNEST Employer Constructs: An Exploratory Multi-method Study – Corrie Macmillan

Textual patterns and fictional worlds: Comparing the linguistic depiction of the African natives in Heart of Darkness and in two Italian translations – Lorenzo Mastropierro

Relating a Corpus of Educational Materials to the Common European Framework of Reference – Mícheál J. Ó Meachair

Hypertextualizer: Quotation Extraction Software – Jiří Milička; Petr Zemánek

Gender and e-recruitment: a comparative analysis between job adverts published for the German and Italian labour markets – Chiara Nardone

Media reverberations on the ‘Red Line’: Syria, Metaphor and Narrative in the news – Ben O’Loughlin; Federica Ferrari

Exploring the language of twins: a corpus-driven pilot study – Carlos Ordoñana; Pascual Pérez-Paredes

Mono-collocates: How fixed Multi-Word Units with OF or TO indicate diversity of use in different corpora – Michael TL Pace-Sigge

Streamlining corpus-linguistics in Higher and adult education: the TELL-OP strategic partnership – Pascual Pérez-Paredes

Conditionals and verb-forms in nineteenth-century life-sciences texts – Luis Miguel Puente Castelo; Begoña Crespo García

Studying the framing of the Muslim veil in Spanish editorials – Jiménez Ricardo-Maria

Multi-functionality and syntactic position of discourse markers in political conversations: The case of ‘you know’, ‘then’ and ‘so’ in English and ‘ya’nî’ in Arabic. – Ben Chikh Saliha

Building comparable topical blog corpora for multiple languages – Andrew Salway; Knut Hofland

Descriptive ethics on social media from the perspective of ideology as defined within systemic functional linguistics – Ramona Statache; Svenja Adolphs; Christopher James Carter; Ansgar Koene; Derek Mcauley; Claire O’Malley; Elvira Perez; Tom Rodden

Contrastive Analysis " the Relative clauses based on Parallel corpus of Japanese and English" – Kazuko Tanabe

Selected learner errors in online writing and language aptitude – Sylwia Twardo

The phraseology of the N that pattern in three discipline-specific pedagogic corpora – Benet Vincent

The representation of surveillance discourses in UK broadsheets: A corpus linguistic approach – Viola Wiegand

Synthetism and analytism in the Celtic languages: Applying some newer typological indicators based on rank-frequency statistics – Andrew Wilson; Róisín Knight

Conflicting news discourse of political pro454tests: a corpus-based cognitive approach to CDA – May L-Y Wong

Automatic Analysis and Modelling for Dialogue Translation Based on Parallel Corpus – Xiaojun Zhang; Longyue Wang; Qun Liu

Absence of Prepositions in Time Adverbials: Comparison of ‘*day’ tokens in Brown and LOB corpora – Shunji Yamazaki

Corpus of Russian Student Texts: goals, annotation, and perspectives – Natalia Zevakhina; Svetlana Dzhakupova; Elmira Mustakimova

Corpus-based approach for analysis of the structure of static visual narratives – Dace Znotiņa; Inga Znotiņa

Learner corpus Esam: a new corpus for researching Baltic interlanguage – Inga Znotiņa